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SATAN’S HELPER: THE BEAST OUT OF THE EARTH 
REVELATION 13:11-18 

Well set’s turn in our Bibles please to the book of Revelation chapter 13.  We’re going to read the 
entire chapter together.  We preached on the first ten verses last week, and this week we will be 
preaching on the remaining verses, 11 through 18.  But this passage is a unit, and we need to 
view it as such, and therefore we want to read the entire chapter together.  Revelation chapter 13:  

“1 And I stood upon the sand of the sea, and saw a beast rise up out of the sea, having seven 
heads and ten horns, and upon his horns ten crowns, and upon his heads the name of blasphemy. 
2 And the beast which I saw was like unto a leopard, and his feet were as the feet of a bear, and 
his mouth as the mouth of a lion: and the dragon gave him his power, and his seat, and great 
authority. 3 And I saw one of his heads as it were wounded to death; and his deadly wound was 
healed: and all the world wondered after the beast. 4 And they worshipped the dragon which gave 
power unto the beast: and they worshipped the beast, saying, Who is like unto the beast? who is 
able to make war with him? 

“5 And there was given unto him a mouth speaking great things and blasphemies; and power was 
given unto him to continue forty and two months. 6 And he opened his mouth in blasphemy 
against God, to blaspheme his name, and his tabernacle, and them that dwell in heaven. 7 And it 
was given unto him to make war with the saints, and to overcome them: and power was given 
him over all kindreds, and tongues, and nations. 8 And all that dwell upon the earth shall worship 
him, whose names are not written in the book of life of the Lamb slain from the foundation of the 
world. 

“9 If any man have an ear, let him hear. 10 He that leadeth into captivity shall go into captivity: he 
that killeth with the sword must be killed with the sword. Here is the patience and the faith of the 
saints.” 

“11 And I beheld another beast coming up out of the earth; and he had two horns like a lamb, and 
he spake as a dragon. 12 And he exerciseth all the power of the first beast before him, and causeth 
the earth and them which dwell therein to worship the first beast, whose deadly wound was 
healed. 13 And he doeth great wonders, so that he maketh fire come down from heaven on the 
earth in the sight of men, 14 and deceiveth them that dwell on the earth by the means of those 
miracles which he had power to do in the sight of the beast; saying to them that dwell on the 
earth, that they should make an image to the beast, which had the wound by a sword, and did 
live. 15 And he had power to give life unto the image of the beast, that the image of the beast 
should both speak, and cause that as many as would not worship the image of the beast should be 
killed. 16 And he causeth all, both small and great, rich and poor, free and bond, to receive a mark 
in their right hand, or in their foreheads: 17 and that no man might buy or sell, save he that had the 
mark, or the name of the beast, or the number of his name. 18 Here is wisdom. Let him that hath 
understanding count the number of the beast: for it is the number of a man; and his number is Six 
hundred three score and six.” 



Now we are studying the fourth parallel section in the book of Revelation, which consists of 
chapters 12, 13, and 14, and we have seen that the theme of this fourth parallel section is the 
theme of Satan and his helpers.  Chapter 12 dealt largely with Satan, and then chapters 13 and 14 
deal with Satan’s helpers.  Satan is the primary enemy of  Christ and His people, but Satan does 
not do his evil work alone.  Satan not only has the demons to assist him in his evil work, he also 
has human helpers to assist him as well.   

We began last week to look at the first of Satan’s human helpers, and that was the beast that rose 
out of the sea in chapter 13, verses 1 to 10.  We saw that this beast that arises out of the sea 
represented and symbolized the entire succession of kings and kingdoms that arise and rule 
between the first and the second coming or Christ.  This beast of the sea represents the whole 
succession of civil governments that defy the authority of Christ, blaspheme the name of Christ, 
and mock and martyr the followers of Christ. 

That this beast out of the sea does not represent just one government, like Rome, but all 
governments between the first and second coming of Christ, is proven by the fact that this 
multiheaded, multihorned, multicrowned beast continues for forty two months, as we are told in 
verse 5.   

Now we have seen from chapter 11, verses 1 to 2, that forty two months is the time that the 
unsaved world will trample the New Covenant church under its feet.  It is a symbolic, not a 
literal period of time.  When we previously expounded that passage in Revelation 11, verses 1 
and 2, we saw that for the entire time between the first and second coming of Christ, the unsaved 
world is going to trample the church under its feet.  So in Revelation 11, verses 1 to 2, forty two 
months represented the entire church age. 

Here in Revelation 13 and verse 5, the same symbolic time period of forty two months is the 
time period that this beast out of the sea exists and functions.  Therefore, the beast out of the sea 
is going to exist and operate the whole time between the first and the second coming of Christ, 
just like the church is going to be trampled underfoot of the Gentile nations the whole time 
between the first and the second coming of Christ.  Because the beast is a composite of the world 
rulers and the world empires, spoken of in Daniel chapter 7, this beast therefore represents a 
composite of all the kings and kingdoms that will exist between the first and the second coming 
of Christ. 

Now the problem with all the kings and kingdoms that exist between the first and second coming 
of Christ is that they derive their power and their throne and their authority from Satan himself, 
as it says in the last part of verse 2.  The kingdoms of this world between the first and second 
coming of Christ are the agents of Satan and the helpers of Satan, through their blasphemy of 
Christ and through their persecution of Christians.  The hostility of civil governments towards 
biblical Christianity over the last 2,000 years has been well documented.   
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Now, it is true that on occasion the strength and vigor of one civil government or another to 
persecute Christians seems to have almost been killed for a time.  The beast has a deadly wound 
given to it.  But as soon as that defect in their service to Satan is healed, and they resume 
persecution of believers, they do so with just as much vigor as they ever had before. 

The final civil government of this age, the oneworld government of the Antichrist, will be so 
empowered by Satan, and will be so effective in its persecution of Christians, that the visible and 
public witness of the church in this world will be silenced, and virtually all the Christians will be 
martyred by the sword, as we saw in verses 7 and 8. 

But Christ will return and He will slay the beast and slay the dragon, who gave him his power, 
and He will deliver His church from the beast forever.  Never again will the church have to live 
under hostile, secular, satanically motivated civil governments, as it has for the last 2,000 years.  
But as bad as the beast out of the sea is, and as evil as satanically driven civil governments are, 
they are just one of the helpers of Satan on this earth.   

And so having seen last time the beast out of the sea, which I have just briefly summarized, in 
the subsequent passage we are going to be looking at today in verses 11 to 18, we will now be 
introduced to two more helpers that Satan has.  The first is the beast out of the earth, mentioned 
in verse 11, and the second is those who take the mark of the beast in their bodies, mentioned in 
verses 16, 17, and 18.   

Now this second beast that is mentioned in chapter 13 is introduced to us in verse 11, where it 
says, “And I beheld another beast”—that is, one different from the first—“another beast coming 
up out of the earth; and he had two horns like a lamb, and he spake as a dragon.”  So there we 
see that while this second beast is quite different from the first beast that arises out of the sea, he 
works in very close cooperation with him.  There’s great harmony between the servants of Satan, 
as they work together in coordinated assault upon the kingdom of God. 

Now we have seen in the past that the beast out of the sea represents and symbolizes the 
persecuting governments of the world between the first and the second coming of Christ.  Today 
we shall see that this second beast, this beast that arises out of the earth mentioned in verse 11, 
represents and symbolizes the persecuting false religions of the world.  So the first beast is the 
persecuting governments of the world, the second beast represents the persecuting false religions 
of the world. 

The false religions, in concert with civil governments, have been tremendous sources of 
persecution and martyrdom of the true church throughout the last 2,000 years.  False religions, 
no less than civil governments, are the servants of Satan and are driven by his power and by his 
hatred of Christ and His people to persecute and to martyr the true saints of God.   

We saw how the false religion of the Pharisees and the Sadducees worked together with the civil 
government of Rome to crucify the Lord Jesus, and that’s been going on ever since.  False 
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religion hates the true religion and does all that it can to stamp it out.  And this second beast, who 
works right alongside the first beast, lives and labors with that beast to stamp out the kingdom of 
God and the people of God.   

Now we need to understand that this second beast, who works right alongside the first beast, 
lives and labors as long as the first beast does.  False religion, no less than civil government, has 
been at work in persecuting the church for the last 2,000 years, and will continue to be at this 
work until Christ returns.   

So these two beasts are not something that appears at the very end of the age in the end times.  
These two beasts have been functioning since Christ’s first coming, and will continue to function 
until his second coming.  They will continue the entire symbolic period of forty two months, 
which describes that time frame between the first and second coming of Christ, which is 
equivalent to the symbolic numbers of twelve hundred and sixty days, which is equivalent to the 
symbolic three and a half years, referred to as a time, times, and half a time.   

So we have seen that this number of three and a half years—represented by forty two months, 
twelve hundred and sixty days, and then of course, a time, times and half a time—signifies the 
second half of the totality of human history.   

We have to understand this second beast just as we had to understand the first beast, in order that 
we might clearly understand who the enemy is and how we are to wage spiritual warfare against 
him.  Well then, let us consider this passage before us.   

In the first place, then, let’s consider together the identity of the beast.  The identity of the beast 
is declared in verse 11.  Notice it says, “And I beheld another beast coming up out of the earth; 
and he had two horns like a lamb, and he spake as a dragon.”  Now this second beast is clearly 
different from the beast mentioned in verses 1 to 10.  This beast is different in origin, he is 
different in appearance, and he is different in function.   

Notice it says he arises “out of the earth,” whereas the first beast, we saw in verse 1, arose out of 
the sea.  The second beast had two horns like a lamb, rather than the seven heads and the ten 
horns like the first beast did.  However, even though this second beast has the appearance of an 
innocent small lamb, it says in verse 11 that when he speaks, he speaks with a voice of the 
dragon.  So what we want to do is look at the meaning of this symbolism as it is expressed in the 
appearance of this second beast. 

It says that this beast arises out of the earth, and this speaks of its worldly origin; that is, it arises 
from beneath—it arises out of the earth.  It does not, notice, come down from above.  It does not 
come down out of heaven.  This metaphor of coming from beneath and coming from above is 
utilized by James in James chapter 3, verses 14 to 17, where he says the wisdom that is from 
above is pure and peaceable and easily entreated and full of mercy and good fruits.  But he says 
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there is a wisdom that comes from beneath that is earthly and sensual and devilish.  It does not 
come down from above.   

This earthly, sensual devilish wisdom comes from beneath, it comes from the earth, it comes 
from among fallen humanity that James says is “set on fire of hell itself.”  The wisdom of this 
world is inspired by Satan himself.  It is earthly wisdom.  It is contrary to the wisdom that is 
from above, and it is this satanic wisdom, this earthly wisdom, that is set on fire of hell itself, 
that the second beast employs in his evil work here upon the earth.  This second beast is earthly, 
sensual, and devilish.   

Now it says of this second beast that in appearance, he has the appearance of a little lamb with 
two small horns coming out of his head.  This beast comes across as something innocent, 
something harmless, and something benign.  Who is threatened by a small lamb with two cute 
little horns coming out of his head?  But his appearance is deceitful.  It is designed to make you 
let your guard down, to feel safe, and even to have feelings of sympathy and affection towards 
this sweet little lamb.  But its outward form and appearance is deceitful.  Within, this lamb if full 
of satanic evil, and when it speaks, it speaks with a voice and the message of the dragon; it 
speaks with a voice and message of Satan himself.   

So it is with false religion on this earth.  The source of false religion is not from above.  It does 
not descend down from God.  False religion is from beneath, false religion is earthly, it is 
sensual, and it is devilish.  Its doctrines are doctrines that arise from the earth, from earthly men, 
from earthly wisdom, and out of earthly motives.  False religion presents itself as innocent and 
harmless and benign.  It promises acceptance and approval and advantage to all who embrace it.  
It is designed to make you feel safe and secure, and to draw out your sympathy and your 
acceptance towards it.  Its visible face is one of harmless innocence.  Its image is that of comfort 
and affection.  It appears harmless.  

But in spite of that image that false religion has and conveys, false religion speaks with the voice 
of the dragon.  It is full of seductive lies, false promises, and comforting delusions.  It issues 
intimidating threats, it teaches a heretical method of salvation, and it sets forth a humanly 
devised god.  In a word, false religion is a viper’s nest of lies and deceit, which are all designed 
to turn men away from the true God, and to cause them to worship a false god.  False religion is 
designed to cause men to worship Satan, and it is designed to take them straight to hell.   

Jesus said in Matthew 7 and verse 15, “Beware of false prophets, which”—what?—“come to you 
in sheep’s clothing, but inwardly they are ravening wolves.”  Here we have a sweet lamb, 
inwardly speaking with a voice of the dragon.  This second beast looks like a sheep, but inwardly 
he’s a dragon, a ravening wolf.  He is the lie of Satan dressed up like the truth.  His two horns 
make him representative of all the false prophets, just like the two witnesses of chapter 11 were 
representative of all the faithful witnesses of Christ.  This, then, is the identity of the beast.  He 
represents all the false religions of the world, between the first and the second coming of Christ.   
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Having seen the identity of the beast in verse 11, notice in the second place, the activity of the 
beast.  The activity of the beast is in verses 12 to 15.  Notice verse 12: “And he exerciseth all the 
power of the first beast before him, and causeth the earth and them which dwell therein to 
worship the first beast, whose deadly wound was healed. 13 And he doeth great wonders, so that 
he maketh fire come down from heaven on the earth in the sight of men, 14 and deceiveth them 
that dwell on the earth by the means of those miracles which he had power to do in the sight of 
the beast; saying to them that dwell on the earth, that they should make an image to the beast, 
which had the wound by a sword, and did live. 15 And he had power to give life unto the image of 
the beast, that the image of the beast should both speak, and cause that as many as would not 
worship the image of the beast should be killed.” 

Now that’s the activity of this sweet little lamb.  He’s really not a lamb at all, is he?  He’s a wolf 
in sheep’s clothing.  He’s a lamb that speaks with a voice of the dragon.  He is the delusion of 
false religion that presents itself as something warm and wonderful, but within, it is full of 
destruction and death. 

Now in Matthew 7:15, when Jesus said, “Beware of false prophets, which come to you in sheep’s 
clothing, but inwardly they are ravening wolves,” He has led us to believe that this beast out of 
the earth is a false prophet.  And that is exactly what the rest of the book of Revelation identifies 
this second beast as.   

We have this counterfeit, unholy trinity in the book of Revelation, made up of the dragon, the 
beast out of the sea, and the beast out of the earth.   

It is interesting for us to note that this beast out of the earth is never called by that name again in 
the remainder of the book of Revelation.  This beast out of the earth is universally referred to as 
the “false prophet” in all the subsequent passages in which he is referenced in the book of 
Revelation, thereby establishing his identity without a doubt.  This beast out of the earth is 
declared to be the false prophet in three other passages in the book of Revelation.   

Notice if you will first of all, chapter 16 and verses 13 and 14.  Here the vials, or the bowls of 
God’s wrath are being poured out.  It says in chapter 16 and verse 13, “And I saw three unclean 
spirits like frogs come out of the mouth of”—notice—“the dragon, and out of the mouth of the 
beast, and out of the mouth of the false prophet.”  So we have the dragon, who is Satan; we have 
the beast, which is the beast out of the sea—the first beast spoken of in Revelation 13, verses 1 to 
10; and then this second beast is here called “the false prophet.”   

Now turn please to Revelation 19.  Here the identification is crystal clear.  In Revelation 19, 
where Jesus speaks of His second coming, it says in verse 19, “And I saw the beast, and the 
kings of the earth, and their armies, gathered together to make war against him that sat on the 
horse, and against his army.”  So the beast out of the sea, that is, the kings of the earth, are 
gathered together now to make war against Christ.   
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Notice verse 20: “And the beast was taken,”—that’s the beast out of the sea—“and with him the 
false prophet.”  Now notice the description of the false prophet: “that wrought miracles before 
him,” that is, before the beast, “with which he deceived them that had received the mark of the 
beast, and them that worshipped his image. These both were cast alive into a lake of fire burning 
with brimstone.”   

The exact same thing is predicated of this false prophet in chapter 19 and in verse 20 that is 
predicated of the beast out of the earth in chapter 13 and verses 12 to 15.  So clearly, the false 
prophet and the beast out of the earth are the same individual, or the same idea, because they 
both do the same thing—they both work miracles before the beast out of the sea; they both 
deceive those on the earth; and they both cause them to receive the mark of the beast and 
worship the beast.   

Now notice chapter 20, in verse 10.  After Jesus returns, it says in verse 10, “And the devil that 
deceived them was cast into the lake of fire and brimstone,”—that’s the dragon—“where the 
beast”—that’s the beast out of the sea—“and the false prophet”—there’s the beast out of the 
earth—“are and shall be tormented day and night for ever and ever.”  So the point is, Satan and 
all the people who helped him through civil government, and all the people who helped him 
through false religions—all of those people are all going to be cast into the lake of fire.  This 
false prophet, then, represents and symbolizes all the false prophets and all the false teachers 
between the first and second coming of Christ.   

Turn back please to Revelation chapter 13.  So the two beasts of Revelation 13 represent anti-
Christian government between the first and second coming, and anti-Christian religion between 
the first and second coming.  And of course, the final anti-Christian government will be the 
government of Antichrist, and the final anti-Christian religion in the end will be that religion that 
it is dedicated to the worship of the Antichrist as god on earth.  But they symbolize all 
governments and all false religions leading up to that final government and false religion, 
because they continue for the forty two months, which is the entire period between the first and 
second coming of Christ, as we have previously established.   

So these two beasts, which represent anti-Christian government and anti-Christian religion, work 
together in perfect harmony because they both serve the same master, and that is the dragon.  The 
dragon gives the first beast its power, and the dragon gives the second beast his power.  So anti-
Christian government and anti-Christian religion work together in the sphere of religion and in 
the sphere of civil government to persecute and destroy the message and the witness of the 
church.   

Now notice how the false prophet serves the beast and tries to bring the whole earth to worship 
and to serve the beast as well in verses 12 to 15.  Notice verse 12: “And he”—that is, the false 
prophet, this second beast—“exerciseth all the power of the first beast before him, and causeth 
the earth and them which dwell therein to worship the first beast, whose deadly wound was 
healed.”  The false prophet has all the power and authority available to him that the beast from 
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the sea has, because the false prophet, like the beast, derives his authority and his power from 
Satan himself.   

What is it that the false prophet uses his power to accomplish?  Verse 12 says he causes all the 
people of the earth to worship the first beast, that is, the beast out of the sea that we first 
introduced to in verse 1.  Now the meaning of this is quite plain.  The false religions of this age, 
along with their false teachings, are designed by Satan to turn the hearts of men to worship civil 
government as their god.  False religions are in league with the dominant political power of their 
day, and use their influence to create a loyalty to the state that supersedes all other loyalties.  All 
false religions are humanistic and mancentered, and use their influence to promote the worship 
of man, and man’s achievements and accomplishments, and nowhere is humanism more clearly 
on display than in human government.   

So the false prophet stands for the role of the false religion in causing mankind to worship at the 
altar of civil government as its ultimate authority and as the definer of right and wrong,  good 
and evil, and truth and error.  Jesus was sentenced to death by the Jewish Sanhedrin, which 
served the Roman government.  And you remember reading in the gospels how the Roman 
government and the false Jewish religion worked together to persecute the church.  The 
Sanhedrin sacrificed biblical truth on the altar of political preferment and worshiped Roman 
approval over the teachings of Christ, and taught the people to do the same.   

Turn in your Bible for a moment please to John chapter 11.  The Pharisees are in a great 
conundrum over what they were going to do with Jesus, and in John chapter 11, verse 47, it says: 
“47 Then gathered the chief priests and the Pharisees a council, and said, What do we? for this 
man,” that is, Jesus, “doeth many miracles. 48 If we let him thus alone, all men will believe on 
him:”—wouldn’t that be awful?—“and the Romans shall come and take away both our place and 
nation. 49 And one of them, named Caiaphas, being the high priest that same year, said unto them, 
Ye know nothing at all,”—he says, You’re a bunch of dummies—“50 nor consider that it is 
expedient”—Here’s the solution, you guys—“nor consider that it is expedient for us, that one 
man should die for the people, and that the whole nation perish not.”  In other words, Let’s kill 
Jesus and save the nation from following Him as their supreme authority, and then Rome will  
like us.  And in that fashion, we’ll serve Rome, Rome will serve us, we’ll have this symbiotic 
relationship, and we’ll get along great.   

Verse 51: “And this spake he not of himself: but being high priest that year, he prophesied that 
Jesus should die for that nation; 52 And not for that nation only, but that also he should gather 
together in one the children of God that were scattered abroad. 53 Then from that day forth they 
took counsel together for to put him to death.”  And so what you see here is false religion 
working with satanic civil government to attack the Lord Jesus Christ.   

In John chapter 19 and verse 12, the Jewish chief priest cried out to Pilate saying, “If thou let this 
man go, thou art not Caesar’s friend: whosoever maketh himself a king speaketh against Caesar.”  
And by this statement, the false Jewish religious leaders showed where their loyalties lay and the 
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effort they were making to turn the people away from Christ and toward the worship of Caesar as 
being the ultimate good and the object in which they should trust and find their security and 
safety.   

Furthermore, the pagan Roman religion of the day promoted emperorworship, so that the Roman 
population was required to burn incense to Caesar as an act of worship and to declare, “Caesar is 
Lord!”  And if they did, then they were given approval and they were able to function under the 
blessing of the Roman government.  And of course if they didn’t, then the Roman cult of 
emperorworship, the priests within it, would turn these people in to the Roman government, and  
they would be thrown to the lions in the Coliseum.  So we see how pagan Roman religion also 
worked together with the wicked Roman civil government to persecute the believers.   

Every religion and religious teacher that points men away from Christ and away from biblical 
truth inevitably is pointing them toward a false god and a lie.  And that false god is ultimately 
representative of the power of Satan and his beast, which is anti-Christian civil government, 
wherever it rears its ugly head on the face of this earth.  When religion fails to serve God, it 
always and inevitably winds up serving the civil government, and causing people to worship the 
power and the authority of the anti-Christian state.  It’s happening right now.  It’s been happening 
for a long time.   

The Eastern Orthodox religion is in bed with the Russian government, with Putin, and got them 
to pass a law—an antievangelism law against all the Protestant churches.  Now if they 
evangelize, they will be fined.  So the false prophet is in bed with the beast.   

We have seen it throughout history, from Roman Catholicism, how the Catholic Church has been 
in bed with the government of Spain and the government of France during the Reformation to 
have the Inquisition, and to destroy the believers in Jesus Christ.  We’ve seen liberal Christianity 
trying to encourage the populace to embrace government policy of counterfeit sodomite marriage 
in our own country.  Nationalist Hinduism is killing Christians in India, and the government 
assists them by turning a blind eye to their attacks on the believers.  Radical Islam in numerous 
nations is in bed with Islamic governments, and together, the religion of Islam and the 
governments of Islam attack and slaughter the Christians. 

So all false religions serve the civil governments under which they live, and cooperate with them 
in turning the people away from Christ and Christianity, and turning them to worship and serve 
the state as the ultimate arbitrator of truth and error, and right and wrong, and good and evil.   

Now in Revelation 13, verses 13 to 15, we have an extended description of some of the methods 
the false religions use to persuade people to worship the state and its leaders, and to bring them 
to the recognition that the state should be the ultimate object of their worship, and be seen as the 
ultimate source of authority and power.  It says here that they do great wonders, making fire 
come down from heaven on the earth.  They deceive those that dwell on the earth by means of 
these miracles which they have power to do.  They make an image of the beast, they animate the 
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beast—give it some sort of life and movement so that it can speak.  And of course, having done 
all of these pseudomiracles, if people then don’t buy into what it is they’re teaching, it says at the 
end of verse 15, they cause them to be put to death. 

Plainly, false religions use various deceptions, various trickeries, various illusions, and various 
threats to persuade and pressure people to yield allegiance and to worship the satanically 
empowered civil government.   

Now whether the things listed here in this passage, such as calling fire down from heaven, or 
animating a physical image with lifelike movement and speech,—whether those things are literal 
or whether they’re figurative is not of major interpretive significance.  What is being conveyed is 
that whatever satanic powers false religions may display, and whatever apparent miracles they 
are able to perform, and whatever punishments they are able to threaten and inflict on those who 
do not worship the god of the state, believers in Christ are not to fall for it.  They are not to be 
convinced by these things, to follow the teachings of these false prophets.   

Now turn in your Bibles please to Deuteronomy chapter 13.  We’ve already had instruction about 
this a long time ago.  Notice Deuteronomy 13, 15: “1 If there arise among you a prophet, or a 
dreamer of dreams, and giveth thee a sign or a wonder,”—now notice—“2 and the sign or the 
wonder come to pass, whereof he spake unto thee, saying,”—now here’s the message that’s 
being backed up by the sign and the wonder—“Let us go after other gods, which thou hast not 
known, and let us serve them.”   

So what you have is, prophets who come along and can actually do miracles, and they use the 
persuasiveness and the power of those miracles to try to talk the people of God into turning away 
from Jehovah and serving a different God.  Now are we to look at the miracles they do and say, 
Wow! They can do miracles, so they must be of God, and so therefore, we should listen to them
—is that what we’re supposed to do?   

Well notice verse 3: “3 thou shalt not hearken unto the words of that prophet, or that dreamer of 
dreams: for the LORD your God proveth you,” that is, He’s putting you to the test, “to know 
whether ye love the LORD your God with all your heart and with all your soul. 4 Ye shall walk 
after the LORD your God, and fear him, and keep his commandments, and obey his voice, and ye 
shall serve him, and cleave unto him. 5 And that prophet, or that dreamer of dreams, shall be put 
to death; because he hath spoken”—here it is—“to turn you away from the LORD your God, 
which brought you out of the land of Egypt, and redeemed you out of the house of bondage, to 
thrust thee out of the way which the LORD thy God commanded thee to walk in. So shalt thou put 
the evil away from the midst of thee.” 

So God says that even if somebody can come along and do real miracles, if the message that 
attends those miracles is to turn away from Jesus Christ and turn to follow another God, we are 
to repudiate those miracles as being legitimate authentication that this person is speaking from 
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God.  We are not to see miracles as authoritative if they are used to contradict biblical teaching 
and to lead us away from the worship of Christ.   

Jesus warned about the prevalence of such signs and wonders, especially occurring in the end 
times.  In Matthew chapter 24 and in verse 24, Jesus said, “For there shall arise false Christs, and 
false prophets, and shall shew great signs and wonders; insomuch that, if it were possible, they 
shall deceive the very elect.”  So Jesus said, There’s going to be great signs and wonders, and 
people are going to look at them and they’re going to go, Wow! This must be the real deal.   

Listen to me carefully.  Doctrine always trumps signs and miracles.  In other words, what has the 
highest authority, is not whether someone can do a miracle, but whether what they’re teaching is 
in harmony with what the Bible teaches.  And I don’t care if somebody can raise people from the 
dead, if their doctrine is contrary to the Scripture, that is a work of Satan, not a work of God.   

And you see, this often happens where false doctrine is authenticated by supposed miracles, even 
in our day.  We see this among the charismatic movement.  O Look!  So-and-so got healed!  So-
and-so got this answer to prayer—and therefore, what we’re teaching you is the truth.  You know, 
it says in Isaiah chapter 8 and verse 20, “To the law and to the testimony: if they speak not 
according to this word, it is because there is no light in them.” 

What we’re being warned about here in Revelation 13 regarding the false prophet is that he’s 
going to be able to do miracles.  But because he’s using those miracles to lead you away from 
Christ and to the beast—ultimately to the worship of Satan—don’t believe it, and don’t buy into 
it.  Signs and miracles can only be used to confirm biblical truth, and if they contradict it, then 
they are to be dismissed as deceptions and their practitioners are to be dismissed as deceivers.   

So the activity of this beast out of the earth, namely this false prophet that represents and 
symbolizes anti-Christian religion, is that of turning men away from Christ and turning them to 
put their trust in the satanic god of anti-Christian civil government.  That leads us then to our 
third and final point today in Revelation 13.   

Having seen the identity of the beast in verse 11, and having seen the activity of the beast in 
verses 12 to 15, notice thirdly, the mark of the beast, in verses 16 to 18: “16 And he,” that is, the 
false prophet, the second beast, “causeth all, both small and great, rich and poor, free and 
bond,”—no one’s exempted—he causes them all “to receive a mark in their right hand, or in their 
foreheads: 17 and that no man might buy or sell, save he that had the mark, or the name of the 
beast, or the number of his name. 18 Here is wisdom. Let him that hath understanding count the 
number of the beast: for it is the number of a man; and his number is Six hundred three score and 
six,” or six hundred sixty six. 

Now if the beast out of the sea, the false god of anti-Christian civil government has existed the 
entire time between the first and second coming of Christ, and if the beast out of the earth, the 
false prophet of anti-Christian religion has existed the entire time between the first and second 
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coming of Christ, then it follows that the mark of the beast has existed just as long.  As long as 
the beast out of the sea exists, and as long as the false prophet causes people to worship that 
beast, that long has the false prophet been compelling people to take the mark of the beast.   

In other words, the mark of the beast is not some endtime phenomenon that has yet to come, that 
consists of some kind of a barcode tattooed to your forehead or your hand.  It isn’t that at all.  
The mark of the beast has been around as long as the beast has been around, and the beast has 
been around since the first coming of Jesus, and the beast will continue to be around and function 
until the second coming of Jesus.   

The point is, people, is that the mark of the beast is not a literal, physical, visible mark.  The 
mark of the beast is no more literal and physical and visible than the seal of God on the 
foreheads of the believers is visible and literal and physical.  This mark of the beast is a parody 
of the mark that is on the saints. 

Now turn back to Revelation 7.  Notice verses 1 to 3, which we expounded this some time back.  
Revelation 7: “1 And after these things I saw four angels standing on the four corners of the earth, 
holding the four winds of the earth, that the wind should not blow on the earth, nor on the sea, 
nor on any tree. 2 And I saw another angel ascending from the east,”—here it is—“having the 
seal of the living God: and he cried with a loud voice to the four angels, to whom it was given to 
hurt the earth and the sea, 3 saying, Hurt not the earth, neither the sea, nor the trees, till we have 
sealed the servants of our God in their foreheads. 4 And I heard the number of them which were 
sealed: and there were sealed an hundred and forty and four thousand of all the tribes of the 
children of Israel.”  And then he lists the twelve tribes out of which each of the twelve thousand 
were sealed.   

Now you recall that when we preached on that passage, we discovered that this seal is the 
invisible presence of the Holy Spirit in our lives.  It is said to symbolically be in our foreheads, 
because the seal of the Spirit determines how we think, and therefore the actions we take as a 
result of what we think.  The work of the Spirit is, if you will, at the forefront of our minds, and 
it therefore controls all of our thinking.   

You remember chapter 9 and verse 4.  Here we have the pit opened and the demonic activity 
that’s taking place between the first and the second coming of Jesus, symbolized by these locusts 
with stings in their tails.  And it says in verse 4 of chapter 9: “And it was commanded them that 
they should not hurt the grass of the earth, neither any green thing, neither any tree; but only 
those men”—here it is—“which have not the seal of God in their foreheads.”  So demons cannot 
inhabit Christians.  They cannot harm Christians.  We have the indwelling Spirit of God within 
us, and greater is He that is with us than he that is in the world.  And thus we have protection 
against Satan and the attack of his demons. 

Now the end of Revelation chapter 13 talks about the mark of the beast, right?  Notice what the 
very next verse, chapter 14 and verse 1, talks about.  “And I looked, and, lo, a Lamb stood on the 
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mount Zion, and with him an hundred forty and four thousand, having his Father’s name written 
in their foreheads.”  So the writing of the mark of the beast in the foreheads and in the hands of 
the people of chapter 13 is parallel with, and of course in direct opposition to, the writing of the 
name of God in the forehead of the believers in chapter 14 and verse 1.   

Everybody has a mark.  Some have the seal of God and some have the mark of the beast, but 
everybody’s got one.  And they are invisible.  They’re not physical, they’re not visible, they’re 
not literal.  The concept of something being on the head is that which guides the thoughts, and 
the concept of something on the hand being that which guides the actions.   

Now this idea, this symbolic idea of something on your head guiding your thoughts, and 
something on your hand guiding your actions, is introduced to us first in Deuteronomy chapter 6.  
So turn please with me if you would to Deuteronomy chapter 6, and we’ll see this is a very old 
concept.  This isn’t something new that somebody thought up and nobody knew about until 
barcodes were invented.   

Notice Deuteronomy chapter 6, beginning at verse 4: “4 Hear, O Israel: The LORD our God is one 
LORD: 5 and thou shalt love the LORD thy God with all thine heart, and with all thy soul, and with 
all thy might. 6 And these words, which I command thee this day, shall be in thine heart.”  Where 
are the words?  In your heart.  “7 and thou shalt teach them diligently unto thy children, and shalt 
talk of them when thou sittest in thine house, and when thou walkest by the way, and when thou 
liest down, and when thou risest up.”  Now here it is: “8 And thou shalt bind them for a sign upon 
thine hand, and they shall be as frontlets between thine eyes,” that is, on your forehead.  “9 And 
thou shalt write them upon the posts of thy house, and on thy gates.” 

Now in this passage, the idea is not that they would literally take Bibles and tie them to their 
hand, and tie them to their forehead, and tie them to the doorposts of their house, and tie them to 
the gate in the fence that’s around the house.  The idea is that the word of God should guide the 
thoughts of our mind, the word of God should guide the actions of our hands, the word of God 
should guide what we do inside our house, and the word of God should guide what we do when 
we go through our gate and out into the world.  It is not that we would literally attach Bibles to 
our heads, our hands, our houses, or our gateposts; but rather, this is symbolic language to say 
that the word of God should inform all of our thinking, and all of our actions, both inside our 
house and when we go out into the word.   

Now turn back please to Revelation 13.  Let me ask you a question.  What is the mark of the 
beast himself?  Well we’re told very plainly what the mark of the beast himself is in 
Revelation 13 and verse 1, right?  Notice it says, “And I stood upon the sand of the sea, and saw 
a beast rise up out of the sea, having seven heads and ten horns, and upon his horns ten 
crowns,”—now here it is—“and upon his heads the name of blasphemy.”  Blasphemy is the mark 
that’s on the beast himself, and if we take the mark of the beast, what are we taking to ourselves?  
We’re taking to ourselves the fact that our thoughts and our actions are blasphemous.  We think 
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blasphemous thoughts, we do blasphemous things, and that is the mark of the beast.  Blasphemy 
is what marked the beast out of the sea.  It was written on his head.   

So the mark of the beast is the blasphemy of the beast that guides all the thoughts of the unsaved, 
and that guides all the actions of the unsaved.  The unsaved think like the beast and the unsaved 
act like the beast, and therefore they bear the mark of the beast.  To have the mark of the beast is 
to have the character of the beast, just like to have the seal of God is to have the character of 
God.  We use this kind of language all the time.  We see some young genius rising up—brilliant 
IQ, maybe tremendous sports ability, great popularity.  What do we say?  we say: “That kid is 
marked for greatness.”  Do we mean he’s got some sort of a tattoo on his forehead or his hand?  
No, we mean he has the characteristics that are going to lead him to greatness, right?   

So when we say someone has the mark of the beast, what we’re saying is he has the 
characteristics of the beast.  And what characterizes the beast?  Blasphemy against God, in 
thoughts and in actions.  To receive the mark of the beast is simply to partake of the character of 
the beast.  False religion and false prophets teach and compel and cause their followers to be 
characterized by blasphemous thoughts and by blasphemous actions, and thereby compel them to 
take the mark of the beast.   

When Islam comes along and says—You’ve got to think like Mohammad thought, and you’ve 
got to act like Mohammad acted; and you say, Okay.  I will—You’ve just taken the mark of the 
beast.  You’ve said, I’m going to think like Mohammad, I’m going to act like Mohammad.  
Mohammad was clearly a satanically inspired and driven and indwelt man who established a 
government, and a religion to serve the government.  And nowhere is the beast out of the sea and 
the beast out of the earth more clearly manifested than an Islamic government and Islamic 
religion.  And you can see it in the thinking and the behavior of those who follow it.   

But it’s no less true with liberal Christianity, or Roman Catholicism, or Eastern Orthodoxy, or 
any of the other cults and –isms that pervert the gospel of Christ, and ultimately cause men to 
trust in men for their salvation, rather than to trust in Christ for their salvation.  And so for those 
who have the mark of the beast, that mark consists in their lives being marked by beastly 
thoughts and by beastly actions.   

Now to gain a little more clarity about what this mark of the beast looks like and produces, 
notice Revelation 14, verses 9 to 11.  It says:  “9 And the third angel followed them, saying with a 
loud voice, If any man worship the beast and his image, and receive his mark in his forehead, or 
in his hand, 10 the same shall drink of the wine of the wrath of God, which is poured out without 
mixture into the cup of his indignation; and he shall be tormented with fire and brimstone in the 
presence of the holy angels, and in the presence of the Lamb: 11 and the smoke of their torment 
ascendeth up for ever and ever: and they have no rest day nor night, who worship the beast and 
his image, and whosoever receiveth the mark of his name.” 
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Now this passage starts and ends with the same phrase, and that phrase says in verse 9, “If any 
man worship the beast and his image, and receive his mark.” And then in verse 11, “who worship 
the beast and his image, and … receiveth the mark.”  Therefore, to have the mark of the beast, is 
simply to worship the image of the beast.   

So when you worship civil government as your ultimate source of authority and as the final 
expression of power in the universe, then you have the mark of the beast, because you’re going 
to have a god, and you’re either going to have the true God or you’re going to have the false god.  
And the true God on this earth is Jesus Christ, and the false god is civil government, inspired and 
directed and run by Satan, aided and abetted by false religion.   

And the question is, Where does your loyalty lie?  If you’re a Christian, your citizenship is in 
heaven, and your loyalty is with Christ.  And when civil government comes to you and asks you 
to do something that’s contrary to what Jesus Christ asks you to do, you say, I’ve got to obey 
God rather than men.   

Turn back please to Revelation 13.  Verse 17 says “that no man might buy or sell, save he that 
had the mark, or the name of the beast, or the number of his name.”  Unless we fit in with the 
thinking and the actions of antiChristian civil government as supported by antiChristian religion, 
then buying and selling, that is, engaging in commerce, is going to be extremely difficult, if not 
impossible.   

Now you recall that way back when we preached on Revelation chapter 2, verses 18 to 29, 
regarding the letter to the church at Thyatira, that  unless you belonged to a trade guild, you 
could not buy or sell the items of that trade.  But in order to belong to the guild, you had to 
worship the god of the guild and bow before his image and participate in his worship feasts.  The 
Christians, of course, refused to do so, and as a result, that made it impossible for them to engage 
in the trade that the guild represented.   

The point is simply this.  When governments demand that in order to do business in their 
country, you have to engage in immoral practices, then it stops you from being able to buy and 
sell as a business in that country.  Now there are many examples of this even in America today.   

Right here in Oregon, a couple of sodomites came into Aaron and Melissa Klein’s Sweet Cakes 
Bakery and wanted her to provide a cake for them for their sodomite wedding.  She said No.  He 
said No.  Aaron and Melissa said No, we’re not going to do that.  We believe that homosexual 
marriage is a sin against God, and we’re not going to participate in that by providing you with 
the service of a cake that’s customized for your wedding, which would be declaring our 
agreement with and participation in that wedding.  Well they were fined $135,000, which they 
had to pay, and they were put out of business.  They can no longer buy and sell because they will 
not worship the beast.  They will not worship at the altar of civil government that says, You will 
treat homosexuality as moral and proper behavior.   
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Barronelle Stutzman, who visited our church a few weeks ago, was a florist.  Two homosexuals 
came in and wanted her to provide flower arrangements, an expression of her artistic ability, for 
their wedding.  She told them, No, she wouldn’t do that.  She’s now involved in a lawsuit in 
which, if she loses, she will lose her home and all of her possessions—be put out of business. 

Wedding photographers, T-shirt makers, those who have venues where they host weddings at 
locations, have all been sued and fined out of business because of their refusal to worship the 
beast and his image.  Government contracts require employers to provide full benefits to same-
sex sodomite couples and domestic partners.  Government has forced adoption agencies to adopt 
out children to sodomites. Some adoption services said, We’re not doing that.  And they went out 
of business.   

Government forces businesses to pay for abortions in their healthcare coverage.  College 
professors are denied tenure because they’re Christians.  Right now, Dr. Eric Walsh is fighting 
for his job in In Georgia’s Department of Health because he’s a lay minister in his church, and he 
preaches in his church, and the government fired him because they said his personal beliefs 
expressed in his sermons are incompatible with his public service.  You remember there was a 
Kentucky county clerk named Kim Davis from Rowan county who didn’t want to issue marriage 
licenses to same-sex couples, because those marriage licenses had her name on them.  She was 
put in jail for that. 

The point is, unless you worship at the altar of government’s anti-Christian, blasphemous 
policies, you are fined, you are harassed, you are run out of business, you are penalized, you are 
even jailed.  You cannot buy and sell unless you buy into the wickedness of the beast.   

Revelation 13 goes on to say in verse 18, “Here is wisdom. Let him that hath understanding 
count the number of the beast: for it is the number of a man; and his number is Six hundred three 
score and six,” or six hundred sixty six.”  Now the mark of the beast, the name of the beast, and 
the number of the beast are all synonymous with each other—they’re all made equivalent in 
verses 17 and 18.  And the question is, What does this 666 stand for?   

People have tried to say, Well, there’s some numerical value to the letters of this person’s name 
or that person’s name, and it adds up to 666.  This is called gematria, and I don’t think it has 
anything to do with the meaning of the passage.  People have said, Oh, Henry Kissenger’s name 
adds up to 666, and this person’s name, and that person’s name.  And it becomes foolishness after 
a while, because you have so many people that are the Antichrist, that after a while, nobody’s the 
Antichrist, right?   

Our passage tells us right here that 666 is the number of man.  Now on what day of the week was 
man created?  The sixth day, right?  Six is the number of man.  Seven, of course, is the number of 
God.  It speaks of seven Spirits of God in Revelation, right?  The point is, man was made on the 
sixth day of creation, and here we have a triple repetition, which simply intensifies the idea of 
humanism, humanity, mankind.  So 666 simply stands for pure humanism.  It is a number that 
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represents man intensified, on steroids, at his maximum expression of his humanistic rebellion 
against God.  It’s a symbolic number, just like all the rest of the numbers in the book of 
Revelation are symbolic.  It’s never meant to be a literal number.  All that’s being said here is 
that the beast and the false prophet and those who follow them are following the wisdom of this 
world, man’s wisdom, rather than following God, and God’s wisdom. 

The point is, when you live a life of humanistic wisdom and blasphemy of thought and deed, you 
have the mark of the anti-Christian civil government upon you, and you have the smile of the 
anti-Christian civil government over you, and you will then be able to freely do business with the 
government’s happy approval.   

But if you refuse, you’re persecuted, harassed, sued, and fined.   North Carolina passed a law 
saying boys have to use to the boys’ bathroom, and girls have to use the girls’ bathroom.  Now all 
these giant corporations are boycotting the State, saying We’re not going to do business in the 
State, because you’re trying to uphold biblical sexuality.  And the State is not able to buy and 
sell, in many respects, because it happens to be standing for God, at this moment in history.   

Now it says here that if you don’t take the mark of the beast, the ultimate penalty is being put to 
death.  Notice it says in verse 15 of chapter 13, “And he had power to give life unto the image of 
the beast, that the image of the beast should both speak, and cause that as many as would not 
worship the image of the beast should be killed.”  And that actually happens in some countries 
today.  In North Korea, if you don’t worship Kim Il Jong, or Kim Jong Un, or whatever his 
ridiculous name is, they put you to death.  There is a whole cult of Kim worship in North Korea, 
and if you don’t go to the meetings and participate in the praise of Kim, you go to the prison, 
where you’re tortured to death.   

In the same way, not only in atheistic countries, but Islamic countries like Saudi Arabia, if you 
try to preach the gospel there, you just get put to death.  And it’s the same with Pakistan and 
many other Islamic countries.  Unless you worship the state through the religion of the state, you 
will be put to death.  And while that’s not universally happening all over the world right now, it’s 
going to happen when Satan is finally loosed and Antichrist is finally established with his 
oneworld coalition.  And it’s being done right now in various places.   

The point is, those who take the mark of the beast are helping the beast in his persecution of 
Christians, and that’s why they go to hell along with the beast, because they’re helping in the 
work.  So we talked about Satan and his helpers.  Who are his helpers?  The beast out of the sea, 
which is antiChristian civil governments; the beast out of the earth, which is antiChristian false 
religions, (the false prophet); and then those who take the mark of the beast, those who help the 
civil government and the false religions in their persecution of Christians and who support and 
promote the blasphemy that they both are teaching the populace.   

And we have to take a stand against all of that, and if necessary, be put to death, and say, No, I 
will not blaspheme God, either in my thoughts or in my actions, even if I suffer civil penalties, 
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even if I suffer imprisonment, even if I suffer death.  I will not buy into the state religion that 
worships the state.   

So this is the second helper of Satan, against which we must stand.  We’re in a war.  We’ve been 
in a war from the time of the first coming of Christ, we’ll be in it until His second coming.  The 
war is going to get worse as time goes on and as we get closer to the end, to where ultimately, as 
we saw last week, the church will have its public voice and its public presence extinguished from 
the face of the earth, and there will just be a few believers, who, when Christ comes, He will 
rescue.  But the Antichrist along with his false prophet are going to virtually extinguish the 
church from the face of the earth.  We saw that in Revelation 11:7 through 10, we’re seeing that 
again in Revelation 13 and verse 7 and 8, and we’ll see it again as we go on.   

And so what we see is this teaching of what’s going to happen between the first and second 
coming of Christ occurring over and over and over again in the book of Revelation, each time 
with a different emphasis.  And this time, the emphasis is Satan and his helpers. 

Well, may the Lord help us to stand strong and not take the mark of the beast; that is, not buy 
into blasphemous thoughts and blasphemous actions that are against Christ and His people, and 
recognize that those who do are marked with the beast, and we need to call them to repentance 
and to obtain the seal of God on their forehead, as they repent and turn away from the mark of 
the beast that is currently in their lives.  Well shall we pray together. 

Father, thank you for this blessed book and for the spiritual warfare it describes.  Help us to 
continue to be able to rightly understand and interpret these passages and to be faithful to Christ, 
even to death.  Father, we see the church at Smyrna was very poor because they would not 
participate in the worship of the beast of their day, and the believers at Thyatira, and elsewhere.   

Father, may we stand strong and recognize that the government at its core and its heart is the 
beast, and it derives its authority and its throne and its power from Satan himself.  We know that 
our government had a wound for a while and was not so vigorous in persecuting the church, but 
now, Father, we see the government aggressively persecuting the church, and that will continue 
until we have deliverance from you once again, or until the end, whichever is your will.  Father, 
help us to stand strong and to be like the men of Issachar, who understand the battlefield and the 
times in which we live.  In Jesus’ name.  Amen.  
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